Introducing Whitelion
 Established 1999
 In Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales, and South Australia
 Provide opportunities for young people to break the cycle of
disadvantage and avoid criminal activity through
employment, mentoring, camps and leadership training and
tailored outreach services
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Whitelion: A partnership approach


From the beginning Whitelion established partnerships with large corporations,
small businesses, art and sport professionals, community groups and individuals
to provide opportunities for young people.



These groups also contribute to
Whitelion’s financial viability,
complementing government
and philanthropic funds.



Whitelion believes that it is only through
successful partnerships that the best
outcomes for young people
can be achieved.
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Corporate Partners
Provide funding, jobs, mentors, support
fundraising events, participate in activities with
young people





Metlink
KFC
L’Oreal
McConnell Dowell
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Event Partners
Help Whitelion run fundraising events that are
vital to our programs survival





Bail Out
Eureka
3 Peaks
AFL Lunch
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Event Partners

BAIL OUT DVD
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Non Profit Partners
Partnerships formed with community service
organisations – each providing a different set of
skills that compliment Whitelion’s skills – to
deliver programs:
Bundji Bundji
RAMP
St Luke’s
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Case Study 1: Bundji Bundji









Six years ago the Koori Court approached Whitelion with concern about the high
representation of Indigenous Young Men in custody in Melbourne.
In consultation with the Koori Court, Whitelion developed a partnership with Maya Healing
Centre and Narana Creations. Bundji Bundji provides specialist outreach support to young
men in the community (diversion from offending behaviour) and support for young men
within the court and custodial system.
Shared Goals: to limit the number of young Indigenous men within the custodial system
Shared Values: to provide opportunity for young people to break the cycle of disadvantage
Complimentary skill sets: Whitelion provide expertise and experience working with young
people within the criminal justice system, Narana and Maya provided cultural knoweldge and
experience working with this specific target group.
Benefits for young people: The program has recently moved out to a purpose built
Indigenous community hub in Thornbury. Over 80 young men were helped last year, and this
year the program has expanded beyond young men to include young Indigenous women and
mentoring services.
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Collaboration & Advocacy Partners
Like-minded non profits who provide high level
collaboration, group advocacy, guidance and
information sharing:
Collaboration Group
Founders
Key outcome – personal/professional support
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Case Study 2: Collaboration Group








For a number of years a group of 10 non profit organisations working with
disadvantaged young people convened as a collaboration group that met monthly
for the purposes of:
Support: high level group mentoring and encouragement for CEO’s
Shared knowledge: sharing contacts, learnings, experiences, and training
opportunities
Advocacy: working together to lobby government and the community for the
benefit of young people
Funding: have joined together in a consortium model to apply for major
government funding
Sustainability: explore possibility of sharing accommodation and ‘back of house’
services which will extend the life of each organisation
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Program Partners
Essential partnerships formed to deliver
Whitelion’s programs:
 Employment
 Mentoring
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How Whitelion Young People have
benefited from partnerships
According to evaluation of Whitelion programs, Young
People engaged with our services report they have:
A higher level of responsibility over their actions,
An increased number of close personal relationships,
Better access to support networks and more comfortable seeking support,
Improved ability to set goals and work towards them, and
A greater ability to communicate views
and resolve differences in a
I’m more relaxed, haven’t had
to deal with problems by
pro-social way.
myself, having someone
(Mentor) to talk to…helps me
get through day-to-day life.
(Male, 16 years)
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Key Indicators of
Sucessful Partnerships





Shared values
Shared intentions
Personal connections/relationships
Collaborative – both partners have input into how
the relationship will work from the start
 Connection – providing opportunities for partners to
stay in touch with the coal face of helping young
people
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Summary & Final Word







Relationships based on open communication, honesty and trust make for longterm partnerships.
Make your supporters and stakeholders feel connected and that they are part of
the organisation
Determining what each stakeholder wants out of the partnership and never overpromising what’s delivered. Planning and working together to achieve a goal and
keeping in mind that the interests of young people always need to come first.
Understanding that each partner is unique and has its own motivations for
partnering with us.
Being creative with how partners can help the organisation: its cause, people and
mission. All stakeholders can contribute and add value in many, many ways.
Communicate regularly with stakeholders – let them know what is going on, good
news stories, what’s coming up and how they can help. Supporters feel special
when they receive a personalised email/newsletter updating them on the progress
of yp they may have had some involvement with.
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